MA International Politics CityChat session
An opportunity to ask one of our current International Politics students about studying
the course and PG life here at City, University of London
Thank you for joining us this evening for our International Politics CityChat session. Joining us we have a student who
is currently studying for an MA in International Politics here at City. Please ask her any questions you have about
studying the course here or life as a PG student at City

Hello everyone, I am currently a graduate student at city studying MA Diplomacy and Foreign Policy. Happy to
answer any questions you may have about the course, or studying at City in general!

How was the experience going from undergrad to grad studies?

Hello, thank you for your question. The transition was unexpected but the Staff at City helped make the process easier.
I think its mostly about preparing your mind for the new work load and making sure the course you have picked is
what you want to study

Hello! I'm starting international politics and human rights in the fall. How many people are there in your class? Are
they lecture classes or more like seminar-debate oriented?
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Hello, thank you for your question. Whilst I am not doing that programme specifically, I often have shared modules
with the students on that MA. Class sizes generally range from about 20-30 students, depending on how popular the
module is. In terms of the style, in my experience lectures are broken into two sessions, 1- lecture delivered, 2discussions. Some lecturers integrate these two, it all depends on the duration of the session

Hi, what do you enjoy most about your course?

Hello, thank you for your question. I would say firstly passion which is shown by professors and lectures - its more
engaging and enables you to get the best out of the session. and secondly, the great people I have met. You can learn
a lot from your peers etc.

I will be studying International Politics and Human Rights at City.I have limited background but a growing interest in
the study of demography and economics as it pertains to human rights. What are some good resources I could utilize
to help me get up to speed for this my MA course

Hi - thank you for your question. I would suggest using tools like Google Scholar and researching the existing literature
available in this topic area. I would suggest gaining a broad understanding within this area as you don't know whether
the module specifics will follow on with your knowledge. A broad understanding will help you come to class with an
informed opinion, which you can further develop as the year goes on. I hope this helps

Thanks for replying. Are you currently doing a full-time or a part-time?

No worries, I am currently doing a full-time course

Thanks! Also, have you made use of city's career center? Were you able to work during the school year?

I have sought some CV advice form the careers centre which was very useful. I have worked some general part time
jobs too but nothing directly related to my programme

I will be starting MA in Intl Politics in the fall. I'm coming from the US and I am wondering how would you describe the
availability of the advisors and professors? Also, what are some things you wish you would've known before entering
the program?

Hey! That is very exciting. Lecturers and Professors have scheduled office hours. However in my experience they
always make time when needed. Its all about communication to ensure you can get the most out of the programme.I
would say I wish I prepared better for the level of reading lol, there is a lot of reading

How diverse would you say the university/course is?

City is very diverse! I studied at another institution previously but honestly, I think City is one of the best institutions in
terms of diversity and its culture appreciation.This was one of the things that appealed to me and supported my
decision to study here

Hi, I would like to know how many hours of classes you have in average and how many hours do you study every day ?

Hi - thank you for your question.Weekly I have about 8 hours of teaching time, this both seminars and lectures
combined.This really depends on the modules you have per term.Generally lectures are about 2 hours long though. I
try and study at least 2/3 hours a day.This is usually just readings
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Hi! I hope to join the International Politics MA this autumn. I'm a journalist by profession.is there anything specific I
should be prepared for during the course?

Hello, thank you for your question. I would say just bring an attitude thats ready to learn and network.City has a lot to
offer.

Thank you for your response. I do have quite a few questions and its okay if you cannot get to all of them, but I do
appreciate your time...What are some things you wish you knew before attending your course? What advise would
you give new students?

No worries, I am happy to assist where I can. In terms of the dissertation, we submitted brief proposals early in the
year.Th proposals are then reviewed and students are assigned advisors based on speciality- I believe. However
students aren't limited to the one advisor, we are free to confer with other professionals if we require more assistance.

Thank you. Do you have any other tips prior to starting the program?

No worries, I would say the main thing is to research your chosen programme - see what modules are available; there
are sometimes compulsory modules which you can research generally and prepare for.Also come prepared to learn
from peers as well as professionals

